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Kang Nam Joon has her Ph.D. from the University of 

Leeds in the UK with a focus on young learners. For 

more than 20 years, she has been interested in teaching, 

developing English television programmes, CD-roms, 

and ELT text materials for young learners. Currently, she 

is very much interested in areas such as subject based 

language teaching, storytelling and story writing, and 

drama activities. She is currently involved in several 

projects related to co-teaching, SBLT, and is involved in 

developing a daily English television programme for 

kindergarten learners in EBS using subject based 

language teaching as a commentator, curriculum 

developer, and as a studio teacher. She has been involved 

in many different aspects of Sookmyung TESOL for 

several years and currently teaches young learner and 

methodology classes within the MA programme. 
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Dr. Kyungsook Yeum is the Director of SMU TESOL 

and the faculty of the MA TESOL program at 
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Sookmyung Women’s University, Seoul, Korea. 

Currently, she is also the Chair of the Program 

Administration Interest Section (PAIS) of the TESOL 

International Association. Dr. Yeum has an MA in 

TESOL from the University of Maryland. Her first PhD 

is in English Literature, and she is currently a 

University of Macquarie PhD candidate in Applied 

Linguistics with a concentration in Program Evaluation. 

Dr. Yeum has served as the Administrative Professor 

responsible for the TESOL certificate programs at 

Sookmyung over the past 15 years. In the process, she 

has gained a deep understanding of the notion of 

program quality assurance and leadership. Dr. Yeum’s 

administrative skills and understanding of the TESOL 

profession have been honed through her work as 

National President of Korea TESOL, as Vice President 

of the Applied Linguistics Association of Korea 

(ALAK), and also as Conference Chair for the 

KOTESOL-hosted Pan-Asia Conference (PAC 2010). 

Tel: 82-2-2077-7707 
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Levi McNeil received his Ph.D. from Washington State 

University. He has taught at the university level in Korea 

for several years and has been a part of SMU TESOL 

since 2008. Levi's research interests surround L2 literacy 

and Computer Assisted Language Learning (CALL). In 

addition to creating and researching an L2 reading model 

for his dissertation, Levi has published articles relating to 

CALL-based reading practices. His duties in the 

Sookmyung TESOL MA program include teaching 

courses in CALL, reading, and language testing. 
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Stephen van Vlack obtained both his M.Phil. and Ph.D. 

from the University of Dublin, Trinity College, in the 

Republic of Ireland with a focus on cognitive 

neuroscience and its implications on linguistic theory and 

applied linguistic applications. He has taught linguistics 

and applied linguistics courses in Germany, Singapore, 

and South Korea and has been involved with Sookmyung 

TESOL since its inception. His special interest is in the 

area of theoretical models of language and language 

teaching. Essentially, he is interested in the question of 

how language works and feels that one of the most 

interesting and useful ways of determining that is to look 

at multilingual systems and how languages are learned 

and used across in a variety of situations. 
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Diane Rozells has a PhD in Education from 

Nanyang Technological University, Singapore and an MA 

from the University of Sydney, Australia.  In addition to 

having taught English and Communications at Korean 
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universities, she worked at a centre for educational 

research at Nanyang Technological University, funded by 

the Singapore government to conduct research in 

Singapore schools. Her areas of interest include creativity 

and wisdom in education, pedagogical practice, teachers’ 

beliefs and the philosophical foundations of education.  

She currently teaches the Practicum I and II courses at the 

TESOL MA program 

 


